
ESSAY ON CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES IN THE ARMY

Free Essay: Today's Army in an extremely nostalgic organization with a copious amount traditions and has about a
million different methods of.

When saluting, it is customary for the junior member to wish his superior Officer a good morning, afternoon
or evening, referring to the higher ranking member as sir or ma'am. Paying courtesy visits to the members of
other services also furthers mutual understanding. Times when a service member should salute include; to
uncased National colors outdoors, at reveille and retreat ceremonies, and when turning over control of
formations. There is no chance that an army without these could exist for, they are the hidden framework
behind our actions. Officers, NCOs and Soldiers alike need to realize that everyone has individual ideas and
disrespect is subjective. Military courtesy: definition Military courtesy simply refer to the display of good
manners and appropriate behavior defined with politeness when dealing with other people, fellow soldiers and
superiors. One known instance of this is the case of the hand salute. Your fingers and thumb should be
straight, with your upper arm parallel to the ground and your forearm raised at an angle. The respect that Army
personal shows each other is one of the key things that set military soldiers from everyone else. The concept of
bearing has some aspects that are unique, others that are more overarching and the same across the board. A
custom is a way of acting - a way that has continued consistently over such a long time that it has become
similar to a law. The use of inappropriate language in or out of uniform is not professional and should be kept
to a minimum. The reveille and retreat time is set by the installation commander. There are too many double
standards, too little focus on the team, and too much focus on yourself. History During the American Civil
War, while recuperating after a hard battle, General Daniel Butterfield ordered the playing of a new melody in
the place of lights out When we understand and honor our traditions, we achieve a sense of heritage and
belonging. Effective military discipline also outlines efficient modus operandi in commanding of subordinates
by their seniors. Discipline is used in the civilian world as of course the military world. This includes kissing,
holding hands, and all other forms of physical affection. Laws norm creates control of the behavior, but carries
punishment of creating a legal norm once violated. Traditions and courtesies are important to our army
because they instill the pride of serving the nation as well as the discipline that a soldier is expected to display.
In the Army, any personnel in uniform are required to salute if they recognize persons entitled to the salute.


